How It Works

Simple
Simplicity-of-use is the key to the proven results as exhibited by the many testimonials received from our customers. No special codes to remember, no power/batteries required, no maintenance or monthly fees. The plug has built-in guides to ensure proper pin alignment. If the plug is removed, the car cannot start or run. Not affected by vibration, cold, heat or moisture. Replacement plugs are available only from the manufacturer to enhancing the security of the device. It cannot be duplicated by anyone else with more than 100,000 possible code combinations. There are no “master” plugs, overrides or easy bypasses to compromise the effectiveness of this security device. A limited lifetime warranty to the original owner covering any defects in materials or workmanship speaks to the reliability of the device. It cannot be hot-wired. There are numerous options to make each installation truly secure.

Covert
Time is enemy of the vehicle thief. The longer it takes to start and drive the vehicle away the higher the risk of being caught. Making the wiring inaccessible, untraceable and undefeatable is the goal of Ravelco.

The device can be mounted in a number of locations in the passenger cabin. A steel shield protects the all black wiring through the firewall to the engine compartment. This eliminates easy access to connections and wiring in the dashboard. The wiring is then covertly blended into the factory engine wiring harness.

Sophisticated
Starter, ignition, fuel and/or engine sensors needed to start and run can be interrupted in any number or locations to confound thieves. Only Ravelco will know how your installation was done. Additional tricks of the trade are also applied to make wire tracing virtually impossible. This level of sophistication is not seen in other vehicle security devices.

Results
Over 4,000,000 Ravelco devices have been installed in classic and modern automobiles, light and heavy trucks, and even heavy equipment since 1976. Not one documented theft of a Ravelco-secured vehicle where the device was properly installed and utilized has ever been reported. NOT ONE VEHICLE STOLEN! This proven of record of performance is unmatched by any other vehicle security device, period.

The high quality of the device construction results in equally high performance in securing your vehicle from drive away theft. Ravelco is the best option to prevent the theft rather than recover it after possibly heavy damaged being done. Visit www.Ravelco.com today for more information on the device. Law enforcement and insurance agents as well as fleet and construction company owners have all expressed their satisfaction.

The National Insurance Crime Bureau (NICB) focuses on insurance related crime, including automobile theft. A rise in later model vehicles equipped with manufacturer security devices is of concern as thieves are finding bypasses or other means to defeat the technology. Vehicle age is not always a factor as older vehicles are targeted for lucrative selling of parts. Protect your vehicle TODAY with the Ravelco Vehicle Anti-theft Device.